Filing Manual for Correspondence and Reports 1945-1949


7-A Police and Fire Department Reports and Correspondence
8-A Travel and Passes Reports and Correspondence
10 Industrial Explosives
11-A Legal and Prison Reports and Correspondence
13-A Displaced Persons and U.S. Persons Correspondence
14 Prisoners and War and Civilian Internment
15-A Public Welfare and Refugees Correspondence
16-A Public Health Reports and Correspondence
17-A Public Supply and Utilities Correspondence (Incl. Price Control Reports)
19-A Forestry, Fish and Game Reports and Correspondence
20-A Trade and Industry and Industrial Research Reports and Correspondence
21-A Labor and Housing Reports and Correspondence
23-A Civilian Transportation Reports and Correspondence
24-A Finance and Insurance Reports and Correspondence
25-A Property Control Reports and Correspondence
26-A Sports and Youth Activity Reports and Correspondence
27-A Education, Religion and Cultural Life Correspondence and Reports
28-A Historical Reports
29-A Real Estate and Military Procurement Correspondence and Reports
30-A Civilian Employees, Mess, Pay, Reports and Correspondence
32-A Officer's Administrative Correspondence
33-A General Military Administration Reports and Correspondence
34-A Detachment Organization and Administration Reports and Correspondence
35 Military Health, Finance, Mail
36-A Military Recreation, Information, Leave and Leave Passes
39-A Supply and Equipment Requisitions, Reports and Correspondence
43-A Transportation Correspondence
55 Location Lists of Military Government Units
56 Military Government and Constabulary Station Lists
64 Detachment Personnel (Transfers, Promotions, etc.)